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Altitude sits down on Iacobucci HF “chairs”
August, 28th, 2013 – Ferentino (FR), ITALY. Iacobucci HF VIP Seats have just been delivered to New
Zealand at Altitude Completion Centre. The seats were selected to be installed on board of the HIKO
BBJ Project. Designed and developed to meet Business Aviation market requirements, the VIP Seats
were manufactured with different features from the Crew Rest, the VIP and the Guest area of the
cabin. With an intensive research on all the materials and structure, Iacobucci HF Seat has created a
product with the maximum comfort and a perfect design, meeting the needs of Altitude Aerospace’s
high-end customer.

Lightness, high comfort, quality of the aluminium structure and accuracy of the technical characteristics
led Altitude to choose Iacobucci HF VIP Seats. Iacobucci HF delivered sixteen VIP Seats for the Crew
Rest, Guest Lounge, VIP Lounge and VIP Stateroom of the BBJ airframe with an VIP interior.
All the Seats were developed with a lever-type leg-rest and backrest control, flex-wing headrest, full lieflat configuration, single lever track and swivel control. Comfort is also enhanced by a heel kick footrest, a thin bar flush with the leg-rest, extending telescopically as the leg-rest in deployed, for a total
additional extension of 3”. All Seats, except those of the VIP Stateroom, have a wide in-arm table
installed in the right armrest, manufactured to guarantee maximum stability in flight.The mechanical
360° swivel enhances the useful space into the cabin also thanks to the lateral, forward and backward in
base sliding.

Soft coating leather materials are been supplied by Perrone Aerospace leather, with light and medium
colour tons in two different shades: KAOLIN LEATHER for the Crew Rest and Guest zone and SUMO
LEATHER for the VIP area. The choice of the foam is based on ergonomic standards, to allow a more
practical and comfortable use to those who sit. Seats are designed to achieve the highest comfort
possible, offering all passengers a full lie-flat recline. The three middle Seats in the Guest Lounge Area
are equipped with a PCU switch panel concealed by an upholstered flip-up lid incorporated into the
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arm-rest structure. They are also developed with a receptacle for an in-arm monitor video Plug and Play
and an audio jack for headphones.
Two different dimensions in between armrest (21” & 23”) and two different armrest width (2,5” & 3,5”)
characterize the Seats according to their positioning on board the aircraft, from Guest lounge to VIP
stateroom.

IACOBUCCI HF
The company is worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution of galley inserts,
trolleys and VIP Seats for commercial and general aviation. The company boasts a consolidated
experience in the design, production, certification and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers,
Water Heaters, Trash compactors, Induction ovens, Cooking stations, Trolleys, Standard units and VIP
Seats for business jets. With over 40 years of experience in the aviation industry and a focus on
innovation. Over the past 10 years the company has expanded its productive capacity, thanks to the
reconverted industrial site in Lecce and the acquisition of qualified craftsmen. Iacobucci HF can number
among its loyal customers Emirates, Singapore Airlines, Lufthansa, Air France, Continental Airlines,
Cathay Pacific Airways, American Airlines and OEMs as Airbus and Boeing. The Company is present in
the main international markets through direct offices, a network of representatives in key Countries and
a network of repair and maintenance stations in the 5 continents.
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